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Matthew VI 1-23
Thy Kingdom Come, Thy Will be Done
The people who live in the midst of revolutions in ideas are often scarcely aware of any change.
Indeed from day to day there is little difference and it is only when we take long and broad views
that we see how we are moving. Nature works calmly, silently, composedly, as if she were conspiring
to deceive us into the belief that she is asleep. Only at rare times does she demonstrate her power
and let it be known unmistakeably that she will not bear to be shackled. And then her moments of
temper are not those in which her grandest work is performed. If we look back along the eons of
years which our own rock systems record, how insignificant is the effect of the cataclysm alongside
the slow processes by which nature has worked – the changings of land levels, the silting up of
estuaries, the deposition of bed after bed of sand in the bottom of the ocean, all completed by
processes scarcely perceptible. Whilst they were going on, how small also is the little break here and
there in the strain of life – (the little hiatus which seems to indicate that nature has ) how
insignificant that is alongside the continuous procession and development of organisms.
Need we wonder then that many who approach Christianity with enthusiasm, who get from it an
inspiration and ideal, and who expect to find it glowing i9n everyone who professes it, should turn
away in despair, dejected, hopeless. Need we wonder that they looking for a spirit and finding a
formalism, looking for a life and finding a creed, turn and rend those very principles from which they
had formerly hoped so much. They will complain that the professing Christian has no vitality, is not
responsive to the demands of his creed. They will see but the obstacles which Christianity puts in
their way and be blind to the aid it gives them and the advances which it is making in his direction.
They will say Christianity is at a standstill; and yet if we examine the position of present day
Christianity and compare it with the Christianity of half a century ago we must admit that it has
advanced, if not so far as it might have done, yet sufficiently for us to say ‘there is a revolution going
on in Christianity’ and to make us quite hopeful of the future.
The advance has been mainly along two lines, in the first place Christian theology has been
transformed, and in the second Christian life has been resurrected. The transformation of theology is
what Unitarians have so long been striving for, and now that they have succeeded, strange to say it
is that from which they suffer most. It is interesting to examine into the causes which have been at
work determining that the result of Unitarian propaganda should be, not that it built up the
Unitarian Church of ever increasing strength but rather that it converted other churches without
decreasing their membership. The reasons are to be found in connection with every motor of the
human mind, good or bad, and Unitarians themselves may be a little to blame. But the fact however
remains that the churches are quickly becoming converted to our intellectual position, and should it
be that in years to come our body dies for want of support, its death will not be that of one who has
been a failure and who found no place in the world, but of one who accomplished his work and that
work being limited, died of their own success. Time has set its stamp of approval upon us, inasmuch
as our opinions have prevailed. Our position is akin to that of the warrior of old who conquered until
he came to the sea and then sighed that there was nothing more to conquer. We are not small
because our opinions are those of but a peculiar people, but because they have become the general
beliefs of Christians; we are not quiet because the opposition with which we meet is too powerful,
but rather because it is no opposition in principle at all; we have not stopped an active propaganda
because our creed has been despised and rejected of men and refused by maturer wisdom but
rather because we have now to reason with the already converted and dispute with the already

convinced. If the point of our sword is in our scabbard to be sent home and laid aside, it is not
because we have retired from the fight, but because we have fought our battle, because it is finished
and we stand on the field. I am not at all sure that it has yet come to that. One of the safest
prophecies that any man can make at the present time of agitation and strife in ideas is that there
will soon be demand for a religious basis for thought and action, and Unitarianism may again, if in
the meantime it can keep its hold upon the young, be called upon to play a great part. But it may
not; it and positivism may go down together in the history of religions as the two bodies which had
enormous influence on their times but in themselves did not grow with their influence. Still, let it be
emphasised that is a record of triumph not of defeat. Whilst we are troubling about our own future
Christianity is being transformed by us.
But even more important than the change of dogma, if indeed they can be well separated for
comparative purposes, is the change in the other direction. In its beginning Christianity was no
theology whatsoever. Christ taught no theories of eternal reward and punishment, method of
creation, eternal life. If he had done so he would have found means for writing them down and for
establishing a school. The strange thing was the school of which he is the head – the Christian
Church – was founded after his death by those who had not seen him and came but little under his
influence. Christ simply was a man of extraordinary spiritual force and consequently magnetic
personality and simplicity of character. He regarded everything from the spiritual point of view and
gathered round him a few men and women whose love for him survived his death. But their bond of
union was not a god nor philosophy but just an affection for the central figure who had impressed
himself so much upon them particularly by his death – the fitting ending of such a life as his – that
they worshipped his memory and contorted his life and words until they clad them with a divine
significance. But yet in these early times the followers of Christ believed devoutly in happiness on
the earth that God’s Kingdom would come here. A backwards change soon came when the
Christians puzzled at the delay of the coming and yet unwilling to plead that their whole creed was
mistaken, began to read an allegorical or special meaning into these words of Christ’s model prayer,
and finally about the same time the establishment of a state church completed the divorce which
was being begun between faith and morality. Against the dualism thus created men have often
rebelled. The spirit of the Gospels, cribbed within the narrow limits of the ideas of Greek
philosophers and ecclesiastical scholastics, has again and again threatened to burst its limits and
assert freedom. The greatest effort that it has made was the Reformation, yet, great as the results of
that quest undoubtedly were, we are apt to overestimate them. The formalism of a church
organisation was revolted against, but the intelligence of the day was not sufficiently enlightened
and not sufficiently bold to free the Christian spirit. It changed its prison house only – the
Protestants confining it in a dogma. When for instance Luther preached that goodness was not, as
the Catholic Church seemed to think, an external thing of formal routine but an inward state, he saw
a truth which even to this day is not sufficiently emphasised and not properly understood. But he
used it, not to free the spirit of man, but to fetter us still more heavily, with the dogma that
righteousness comes by faith – using faith with the then common meaning – and not by work. So
again when he said at Worms:”It is not safe nor right to do anything against conscience,” he made a
protest which unites him to every sincere reformer that has ever lived. But whilst he made that
protest against the church he had in his own mind a theology which was to be as cramping to the
conscience as any Ecclesiastical authority. Still his revolt was precious. It was the right direction and
the blame which we now might fix upon Luther is the blame which a more enlightened prosperity
will be able to fix upon us, if they are not possessed of that generosity of judgement which a
historical sense gives to critical posterity. Undoubtedly the Reformation was an important step

towards the final emancipation of the religious spirit from mere outward symbolism, and the
bringing down of the religious sentiments to have an earthly significance.
Apart from the distrust which sincere and devout Catholics like Dante, and Luther himself in his
earlier reforming days, felt with the abuses of the Papacy and which of themselves would probably
have led to some reform in the church, the Reformation represented and sprung from a secular
movement which was antagonistic to the church of that time. The first foreshadowing of political
democracy were disturbing the politics of Europe and the revival of learning was bracing its intellect.
Both events called for freedom for the individual to think and learn, to have access to whatever
sources give life to him. Neither launched new ideas upon the world, for the ideas of democracy
could hardly at this time be said to have been fully comprehended, and so the reformation in
religion consisted rather in the forms under which the individual might worship than in the spirit
itself of his worship. Protestantism simply met its own circumstances – met them as well as might be
expected. It has done its work.
Where it comes short is that it has not given us an interpretation of faith which is progressive. It gave
us the Bible, but whilst it did so, it seems to have written a warning on the fly leaf telling us that
many of the things written in this book pertain scarcely at all to this life; and that its only significance
lies in its dogmas being accepted by the individual not in the application of its spirit to social ideals.
The new reformation in which we are now living – a reformation which yet at any rate has not
produced its Luther but certainly has its Savonarolas, its Dantes (in so far as the poet was a
theologian) its Da Vincis – in a protest against this particular shortcoming of the Lutheran
movement. The intimate connection between Luther’s theology and political and social ideals was
well shown in his own day by the history of those of his followers who were subject to tyrannical
governments. Take for instance the case of the German peasants. They had been oppressed by their
princes as well as by the church, and when Luther’s ideas of individual liberty in theological matters
reached them, they immediately applied them to their social conditions. In the subsequent social
revolt we know how Luther befriended the princes against the peasants. But history is constantly
reminding us that a man may start a movement, but he can never control it; so there is nothing
more evident than that the Reformation doctrines were the cause of the Peasant’s War. If it were
possible, there is even a closer connection between the Reformation and our own civil war of the
seventeenth century. The Puritans were at first merely religionists asking for freedom to worship
God in their own way. Political and social had no part in early Puritanism and only the stress of kingly
an ecclesiastically tyranny made Puritanism a political movement. But when it did become political,
its politics were but the counterpart of its religious point on view, and its theories of government
were but wider applications of its theories as to religious freedom.
All this but emphasises the experience of history what our own reason has now come to tell us. That
there is no dualism in the human mind, that there can be no permanent divorce between the ideal
and the real, between heaven and earth. The two illustrations which I have given from history,
showing how impossible it is as a matter of fact to separate ideal truth from daily experience are
drawn from times when the pressure upon people was particularly great and when stress of
circumstances almost compelled them to see the union between man’s spiritual and carnal needs.
But that union is now by the process of time forcing itself upon us through our reason and religious
sense; the one quickening and directing the other, and instead, consequently, of stirring us up to
make a few striking events in the history of our country, it is settling down in our minds, modifying
our religious point of view. We are not to use it merely as a weapon in our extremity, but it is
becoming a habitual condition of our thought. It is not merely to be the conviction which is to inspire
us in our settlement of the larger problems of our lives, but is to be the principle, almost the

unconsciously held principle, which is to determine our attitude to the most trivial every day social
occurrences. It means the application of the old reformation principle of liberty and of
enlightenment to the human nature as a whole and not to merely one of its interests.
I say we have come to it by the slow mellowing process of time. Man’s constitution is such that he
can only regard the more imperative needs of the moment. He is not a God to be quite consistent in
his conduct nor an angel to keep that perfect consistency always before him. The handmaiden of
Progress we may say, is need, not enlightenment; the push of necessity, not the beckoning of
reason. Competition will always justify itself, just as long as it keeps moving up with time from the
lower to the higher places of human nature. In times of real crisis man seizes upon some ideal
principle which is capable of very wide application and, in that application, is fruitful with blessings
for the human race. But when the crisis has gone, the principle is laid aside, for new interests have
come in the way, but it has not been forgotten. It has only been pigeonholed and is always ready for
service. But a more accurate simile for the history of such principles is to be found in the slow
growth of animal characteristics. Slowly, the characteristics which are advantageous under certain
circumstances become the inheritance of animals. The mark of a family at first, then often being for
a time found but in a particular locality, finally, they become fixed in the species.
No sooner was the Protestant revolt settled than great problems of political and industrial
significance faced Europe. The result of these has been to emphasise the conditions of an ideal
human existence which on paper seems to be oppose to each other but in reality combine to
develop man’s nature to a securable end. The first of these principles is individual freedom, mostly
at present only of a political kind, and the second is co-operation. The religious value of the first has
been to augment the forces that have conspired with the nature of the religious spirit to acquire
freedom for that spirit. It has enabled us to defy the formal requirements of the churches and to
claim the right not only to worship in what church we like, but even to think freely for ourselves
within that church. The religious value of the second has been that it has impressed upon us the
essential solidarity of humanity, it has kept incessantly telling us in a thousand different voices and a
thousand different ways that all men have a common life, a common destiny, and consequently has
quickened social feelings, clarified social duty, and strengthened and explained the principles of
social morality, expressed in different phraseology, this has meant what we might call the
secularisation of religion, the bringing back of the enthusiasm for worship from heaven to earth. It
has redirected the course of our religious enthusiasm from God to man; it has put a new meaning –
which however is but the old one of simpler and purer days – into the text which I have taken as the
central idea of our thoughts this morning. “Thy Kingdom come, thy will be done on earth as it is in
heaven.”
As in the times of Luther, there is at this moment a movement going on outside the church in
interests however which are closely allied to the religious nature. We have our new movement in art
which is a revolt against the formalisms of past generations and which may well be parallel to that
revolt which in the Italy of 16th century reached its highest development in Da Vinci, Michelangelo,
and Raphael; we have our new movement in literature corresponding to the revival of realism,
though in a different form, of Dante, Petrarch and Boccaccio; in much of our recent moral thought
we are going back to a naturalistic paganism such as we find took hold of the Italian mind towards
the end of the 15th century; humanist culture is awakening just as it did in the days of Erasmus and
id driving us, as it did the people of those days, to seek the purer source of faith and strive for a
religious and moral resurrection in Christendom. More time and different circumstances would
enable us to further continue the parallelism and to earth it into movements within the church as
well. But let this suffice to remind us that there is at this present moment a movement going on in

society, which upon very good evidence we must conclude will further emancipate the Christian
spirit and emphasise its essentially social application of the Christian ethic.
Where no parallel can be drawn between modern and fifteenth and sixteenth century movements, it
is where the former insists on the divine being shown in the natural and not merely through it. Says
Sir Thomas Browne in his Religio Medici influencing the old point of view with picturesque
distinctness. “For the world, I count it not an Inn but a hospital; and a place not to live but to die in.”
We should now reverse the similes and say “For the world, I count it not a hospital but an inn; and a
place not to die in but to live in.” As Christ himself in his early days thought and even in moments
near the end of his life seemed to believe. Only Christ was overwhelmed by the mystery of his own
soul and was inconsistent and vague in consequence.
But what all our movements in morals and philosophy and ideals mean is this – that we have to work
out a faith for this world, and something points to that faith being worked out on Christian lines. The
new faith will not be laid aside as it suits the individual; it will not apply to this interest and to that;
its field of influence will only be limited by the bounds of human nature. We shall have to be
consistent to our real principles in every day trivialities as well as in times of extraordinary
difficulties; we shall have to carry our hopes and faiths into our whole work, not as dogmatic
teachers but as inspired artists. The religion which we must patiently create from the past and
present must be one which will shield us from the practical atheism of saying that the ideal of justice
and mercy and brotherly love and truth is a grand conception of the mind but an impossibility in
every day experience. We are discontented and live under cloud after cloud because we are not at
one with ourselves, and we are not at one with ourselves because we have hesitated to follow the
more divine impulses of our nature. The problem of this day forced upon us not by outward stress so
much as by inward development and consequently all the more imperative for that, is how we are to
create the circumstances most appropriate for the life of a human being. Try as we may we cannot
eliminate the religious spirit of awe, reverence and faith from these circumstances; but if we direct
our emotions by our historical experience, we must give up attempting to make the central idea of
our religion the salvation of our own souls, and its essential nature a conformity to a tradition or a
so-called revelation. Separate our well-being from that of other people, abstract our own fate from
the fate of humanity, withdraw from morality its social-service significance, refuse to regard earth as
a heaven in the process of becoming and you have made true religion impossible for us. We can no
more rest satisfied with a religion based on these assumptions than we can feed on ashes. The
religion which is to bring us peace is that which, untrammelled with dogma, can give us our natural
place amongst men. For where the last reformation failed is that it offered no relation for us for us
to the world, it forgot the necessity which is a quality of human nature to regard social
righteousness; to work for it, to hope for it – that is, it failed to apprehend what is essentially the
characteristic of human nature which renders some religion necessary for man’s happiness and
development. And the religion which is to give us peace is not that which will say rest content in the
possession of that to which you have attained; but that which will say keep striving for that which is
still far beyond your powers to grasp; but the prayer of that religion will not be “Bring us unto thy
heaven in thy due time O Lord” but “Thy Kingdom come. Thy will be done on Earth as it is in Heaven”

